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PRODOTTI O MACCHINARI
As a leading global specialist for optical inspection, ISRA VISION / GP SOLAR is setting the standard for automatic process and quality control in the
photovoltaic production. More than 650 ISRA VISION employees in 25 locations worldwide have devoted themselves to this task. Our innovative
solutions for all photovoltaic applications, from wafers, cells and modules to thin film, solar glass and solar thermal, along with our excellent service
offer our customers worldwide the best performance and reliability, as well as better yields and production efficiency. More than 3,000 systems have
been installed in production lines of leading manufacturers around the world and are already optimizing photovoltaic production. ISRA VISION systems
increase customer satisfaction while at the same time improving competitiveness by reducing operating costs, economizing resources and increasing
yield.

Our new inspection technologies provide solutions for high efficiency solar cell production lines such as PERC, HIT, extreme thin contact fingers and
new wire contacting designs. With this inspection technology, more than 1.5 GW of the latest innovative PV technology is already in production. Our
state-of-the-art technology offers the perfect combination of production monitoring and detailed system inspection of all relevant process parameters,
thus overcoming the main challenges in cell inspection. With extensive expertise in the field of automatic inspection solutions, we have stayed at the
forefront of technological advances in the solar industry, as processes in the micrometer range become increasingly more important.

Company Profile of ISRA VISION / GP SOLAR

A service of glassglobal.com, an affiliate of glassglobal group.

Il materiale informativo del sito è registrato ed appartiene all´azienda o ai terzi che lo hanno fornito e tutti i diritti sono riservati. Qualsiasi
utente che accede a tale materiale può farlo solo ad uso personale e ne è anche responsabile. Ridistribuzione o altro uso commerciale di
tale materiale è espressamente proibito. Nel caso in cui il materiale sia stato ceduto da terzi, l´utente concorda di rispettare questi termini
di utilizzo specificati. Glass Global non garantisce la veridicità o l´esattezza del contenuto di alcuna informazione o di siti web esterni
menzionati nelle stesse.www.glassglobal.com - The International Portal to the Glass Industry - OGIS GmbH
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